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CHILD ABUSE  
AND  

CHILD-TRAFFICING

— BY GOVERNMENTS 
AND COMPANIES 

ORGANISED CRIME!

Saliha Sylbija 



Introduction 

On a journey, which has now lasted for 10 years, I have observed events that have firmly convinced 
me that child abuse and child trafficking is a crime organized by governments, state institutions and 
corporations. 

Authentic transcripts are evidences of this educational path, which has taken me through the best 
social circles, state institutions, social- and public-media, national and international companies.  

They establish my belief that thus recorded events are attempts to involve me in Child- and Human-
Trafficking.  

They are a wake-up call to all responsible, thoughtful, and proactive people on the planet. An invitation 
to look into a reality that condemns human life and to act against it with determination. 

A request - for understanding 

I accompain this, first edition of the manuscriot, with  

This, first edition, of the manuscript is accompanied by my explicit demand for 
understanding of the readers.  

This edition has not yet been reviewd—, for the simple reason because no friend/
person of my trust wanted to take on this responsible task. In order to garantee the 
authenticity of the contents — which are very controversial and could be used 
against me — I refused to hand over the manuscript to third parties before 
publication.  

As soon as the second edition (with identical content) has been reviewed, it will be 
published immediately.  

I was eager to explain very complex facts/issues in a precise and easily 
understandable language (in German and English). To achieve this Goal I have 
chosen a simple, mainly objective writing style. 
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THE TRANSCRIPTS 
The recorded events/incidents are described (and categorised) in the following chapters  

HOW EVERYTHING BEGAN 

In the summer of 2010 I had just started my three-year training for psychotherapyst. In the cafeteria of 
the college there where flyers about dancing events that took place in the hall of the "Deutsches 
Museum" in Munich. I attended an event with a group of students. There I became aware of a 
community in Munich which was organizing public meditations from April to October. The orgenisers 
and participants wanted to demonstrate thet silent  meditation is possible in a noisy environment as 
well. They also wanted to emphasise the advantages of silent meditation in times of noisy and hectic 
lifestyle.  

As an experienced practitioner—who knows well and appreciates the advantages of silent meditation
—, I was enthusiastic about the idea. So I attended the next event right away. On this occasion I had 
the opportunity to meet the management team. They indicated that they would welcome any support 
they could get. And I kindly offered my support. Soon we met to discuss organizational tasks and the 
upcoming actions. We designed flyers for the public presentations, shared the responsibilities, 
established a Facebook group and created a Facebook fanpage. On the fanpage we shared 
information about events, pictures and placed advertisements when we needed further support. On 
one of these advertisements a gentleman applied. Shortly thereafter he was integrated into the 
Management Committee. Afterwards, in a brief period the whole group-dynamic experienced an 
immense change. Suddenly power struggles, likes and dislikes, love and  hatred determined the 
group-dynamic; eventhough only four people (from the whole team) were involved in that destructive 
dynamic. The new mood was, on my opinion, in fundamental contradiction to the character of the 
subject and to the original objectives of the campaign. With a clear statements I resigned from my 
duties of the management team. Afterwords I participated occasionally on public meditations events. 
But I kept in touch with them via Facebook. Hence, the destructive group-dynamics continued on 
Facebook—even more violently than in real life, offline.  

Being aware of their illegal behaviour and knowing that "internet records everything & forgets 
nothing" (all participants are well educated people; the key figure, Marko* is even a connoisseur of the 
IT-World & and the German legal system/he is a lavier), they established a selective, symbolic style of 
communication; a proper language in which they communicated with each other— even in front of 
other people who were not involved in the bullying. 

If they wanted to flatter me - actuality to lure me - they used to created benevolent content about me 
or flirted (gentlemen) with me. As I didn't fall for the decoys, they began to devalue me, attack and 
threaten me.  

If they wrote about me, or wanted to refer a content to me, without mentioning my name, they used to 
use: (1) my physical characteristics (nose, weight, age, "ugliness") (2) hobbies (painting, reading, 
writing, psychology, religion,  spirituality, nature) or (3) unique characteristics of my web profiles (e.g. 
dominant color green) as reference.  

I would like to point out that this small group of people - only four out of several hundred - do not 
represent the whole movement; eventhough they were part of the management. 

In the following I bring forward evidences of the perverted, refined misdemeanours.  
(In order to protect the identity of the partizipants in public they are indicated as Marko*, Bella*, 
Waldemar* and Bettina*.)  
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A. In following are few examples of the physical characteristics they used to refer to: 
• My smile;  
 

• My nose (which they defined as "pig nose" or "elephant") or my "ugliness" (which they referred to 
"frog" or "lizard") - as negative features; 
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B. As a reference they also used to use the unique characteristics/image features of my online 
presentations (websites and profiles on social media), such as colors or content issues: 

• The green colour; and in this sense the green of nature, trees and plants:   
 

• The red colour; in reference to my country of origin, (Kosovo) respectively the red flag of the 
Albanians; 
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• The white colour; in relation to my preferred dress style;  
 

• My hobbies (painting, reading, writing, psychology, nature) and the hobbies of my children (ballet, 
reading, writing, pets): 
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In the following ONLY ONE sample how this symbol language was applied. 

On 2014-06-06 I added a new profile picture, which contains a lot of yellow color.  
On 2014-06-11 Marko* also added a new profile picture, which contains the yellow collor; and is a tree 
(reference to the green color; see above). 
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When they wrote a disparaging article, they wrote devaluatingly content about my hobbies; and also 
added to it pictures of fat people, people with wide nose,  pictures of pigs, frogs and lizards. Often they 
also reworked the pictures with colors red, green and white. 

When they wrot an articles about my children, they used to use the pets of my children (a Maine Coon 
cat and a Dalmatian - Border Coulier mongrel) as a reference point and/or supplemented the articles 
with pictures of these animals. Many of these articles were about violence against children or were 
linked to other articles which described violence against children. (Since these articles are labeled as 
private, I am not allowed to publish them! ) 

I initially considered this behavior to be bullying among immature adults and, accordingly, did not give 
much importance to it. However, I said "goodbye" to them on the social media as well. 

At that time, I COULD NOT imagine that—judging by their appearance—ordinary, well educated, 
some of them even very successful people, could be real criminals.  

But when - starting around 2013 - the same "language" and content started to spread onto the 
subscribed fanpages on Facebook and onto the public media in Germany, my alarm bells started to 
ring. 

This "language of symbolism" and the procedure (first luring, then—as I didn't respond to it—
devaluation, blasphemy, threatening) remained—among all mediums where they were (are) 
transmitted—to these days. 

Some incidents of this kind are listed below. (Since they are public postings/statements, I am allowed 
to publish them here ): 
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First the lures / decoys: 

"I love the way you laugh"- this page was created on my birthday (February 10th), in February 2012 - 
only three months after I joined the Munich meditation group and got to know Marko*.  
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Afterwards, the devaluations: 
— from the same page or other subscribed pages, chronologically adjacent:  
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At the end of January 2014, I visited the police for the first time (in Weilheim, in Bavaria) and filed a complaint 
against bullying and stalking. (As explain in the chapter "Incidents that occurd at the police", the case was closed 
after only 2 weeks— without result).  

Only few days after my complaint at the Police, following accidents occured:  

A. Left, a picture of the main suspect, Marko* (to when I filed my criminal complaint) with the raised 
index finger; right, the Chancellor Merkel's visit to Roche Diagnostics in Penzberg, where I was 
employed at that time— and where the same bullying incidents took place: Look at the chapter 
"Incidents with employers“): 

B. In the following two posts from bullying members of the meditation group: on the left, a death mask 
(post by Waldemar*) and on the right, a "drowning", wise cat (a post by Bella*).  

(As explain in the chapter "Incidents at the police", the names of the people implicated were not 
officially recorded: However, these posts and incidents prove that the people accused (and many 
others) must have been informed about my charge.)  
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From then on, the threats on the fanpages of Facebook grew even more intensive: 

"You know this means war!" 
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„Be strong, you—and your children—are going to die.“ 
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On the left, an image of my daughter; on the right & below the related posts: 
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The following contribution was even commented by Bella* personally: 
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On the same day, two related posts from two fanpages which often acted together (probably  
maintained by the same people*s: );  

A) The fanpage "Silence Things" (which prefers to play "games, that only few like to play“) and the 
post with a cat and the statement „Stop animal testing, use pedophiles for that purpose“. 

B) The song "Out of the Dark", which describes a crime from the point of view of a rapist and 
murderer.; 
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Following, few articles of the later date (2015) 

Four reports about missing children/jung people, which were sreaded out within one hour - from the 
same fanpage, that was designd rather for encouraging/positiv affirmations „Something for every 
situation in life“:  

1) A police officer shoots a young girl (For details/reference, see chapter "Incidents at police").  
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2) "A young man is sought by the police.": 
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3) An article about a girl who died by violence — accompanied by an article about the machinations of 
pharmaceutical industry (my employer at that time: This article were published exactly at the time as I 
had made the application to leave the company. For more details see chapter „Incidents with 
employer“): 
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4) And the last post of this series (about a jung girl, an becoming mother, who was burned by the 
father of the child, IN A FOREST: For more details look chapter „How everything began“): 
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The first visit to the police (2014) 
I went, in January 2014, for the first time to the police (in Weilheim in OB, Bavaria, Germany). I 
reported about the experiences described here, provided the documented evidences - including the 
corresponding URLs!! - and filed a complaint for bullying, stalking and threatenings on my life and that 
of my children. 
The official who recorded my declaration recommended me NOT to record the names of the accused 
(but he wrote them down in a notebook) pretending that my "accusations" could be interpreted as 
defamation and/or libel and could be used against me.  
I agreed to his proposal, hoping that my statements and evidences would be thoroughly investigated - 
and the offenders would be identified. 
However, only after two weeks was the case dropped, on justification that the „accused persons could 
not be identified!“ (see the Atachments)   
At that time I suspected the main protagonists from the Munich group - Bella*, Waldemar*, Bettina* 
and - above all - Marko*. I was convinced that Marko* and/or his accomplices were running the fan 
pages on Facebook. I came to the conclusion, because I was informed about his resources, the large 
network and their know-hows to being able to manipulate complex platforms like Facebook and Co. 

Up to 2016 - I provided further evidence several times. However, the case was not prosecuted.  

(About the happenings on my last visit to the police—in 2018—and about the "performance" of Marko* 
(who "could not be identified" in 2014)  in it, see chapters "Incidents at Police-2018"). 
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INCIDENTS IN PUBLIC MEDIA & INTERNATIONAL EVENTS  
At about the same time as the significant postings were being spread on Facebook's fan pages, I 
increasingly observed the same approach in many public media in Germany.  

Thereby the "story" reached a new dimension - when the significant articles involved well-known 
personalities of German and international politics, economy and show business: The approach and 
methodology, however, remained the same.  

Angela Merkel 
I first became aware of the German Chancellor Angela Merkel when she - adjently to my complain at 
the police in 2014 - visited (for trivial reasons) the company where I was working at the time (and 
where I was exposed to the identical  bullying methods and threats as on social & public media.  See 
chapter "Incidents with employers") 
 

As, just in time to my birthday, on 10.02.2017, an article appeared at "Gala", announcing the high-level 
visit of Chancellor Merkel and former US President B. Obama to the upcoming Protestant Church 
Congress in May 2017, I became aware of the " co-operation" of Chancellor Merkel with the former US 
President Barak Obama.  
 

This double high-level-visit did not attract only my attention.  Many journalists also questioned, in well-
known newspapers, the real meaning of the double high-level-visit to a national, religious event. 
(Especially spirituality being one of my affairs of the heart.) 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In the following some impressions from the German Protestant Church Day 2017 - on slogan "You see 
me".“ 
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The German Protestant Church Day 2019 - was also characterized by the dominating green color.  

• The Federal President of Germany, Frank-Walter Steinmeier, personally honoured this event with 
an important speech. (About the role of F. W. Steinmeier see also below) 

 

• One of the crucial topics of this RELIGIOUS event was the vulva (same topic as the threatenings of 
multiple rapes): 
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After the GPCD-2017 the G7 & G20 meetings-2017 took place. 

A) Only one day after the G7 Meeting (which took place from 26-27 May) visited Chancellor Merkel (in 
a white suit) Munich: 
 

Under ordinary conditions, this event woulden't be something unusual. But, if this type of visit evolves 
into a pattern of behavior, then there is something unusual about it.  

B) Only three days after the G20-2017 meeting (7-8 July 2017; in Hamburg), the Chancellor Merkel 
visited (on 11 July 2019) Munich again. On this ocation she established even the new headquarters of 
an middle-class company for medical technology "BRAINlab" (an MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIE 
Company = symbolic to two of my main professional specialisations; BRAINlab = symbolic  to my 
nicknames "Brain", in the sense of smart mind). 
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Here are just a few impressions taken during the G20 meeting in Hamburg — in the symbolic 
"language" we are now familiar with. 
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On 11'th August 2018 the following event: Chancellor visited the former Stasi prison 
HochenSCHÖNhausen in Berlin (Schön=pretty; symbolic to my "ugliness" see chapter "How it all 
began") 
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Beginning on October 18, 2017, I published a series of articles "Symbolc Language in Communication 
Media 2.0" (Part 1-3) on my blog (https://potential2synthese.com), where I  published some of the 
events depict in this manuscript. 

Only 10 days after the publication of my first article (on 28.11.2017) - where I had pointed also the 
Queen Elisabeth and Prince Harry: 

A) German Federal President, Frank-W. Steinmeier visited Queen Elisabeth,  

B) Angela Merkel visited the Africa Summit - to "fight" human trafficking - and  

C) Markus Söder rose to Premier Minister of Bavaria (bothe marked in royal blue). 
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On 09. April 2018 the PM of Kosovo (my original homeland) Hashim Thaqi visited Germany and met 
Chancellor Andrea Merkel in Berlin. 

On 09. April 2018 the PM of Kosovo (my original homeland) Hashim Thaqi paid a visit to Germany and 
met Chancellor Andrea Merkel in Berlin. 

Only three days later, on 12.05.2018, duzet the husband of dushess Tatjana Luise zu Hohenlohe-
Langenburg in an accident— in the FOREST (symbolic to color Green.).  
Two months earlier, on 23.02.2018, hed died Prince Carlos von Hohenzollern— "by his own choice/
suicide", according to newspaper reports.  
 

These events brought to my attention, because: 

I. I have a noble/large-landowner background (eventhough my father renounced his inheritance and 
abandoned his family of origin before starting his own family); 

II. these "ennobled" accidents happened either (A) on the day when Chancellor Merkel and PM. 
H.Thaqi (against whom the "accusations" of war crimes and "organ" trafficking have been known 
to the International Court of Justice for years, but are not being pursued) met or (B) conspicuously 
close to that day.  
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On 26.April.2018 (only 2 weeks after Thaqi-Merkel-Meeting) the Bavarian MP Markus Söder tried to 
obligate all schools in Bavaria to practice the cross (spirituality = my heart's desire)— and "maked" 
himself to an (green) "leek" with this inplausible attempt:  
 

ON May 2018 he shows "gräte care" towards 
his DOG (synony=pets of my children) in the 
FOREST (synony=green).  
One of his dogs (which died on Sept. 2019'th) 
was named Bella*=like the one of bullying 
group of Munich):: 

... and on 2019 a role-model of conservativ 
changed radically/mutated to an role-model of 
the green—and begann to "protect" trees! 
(symbolic=to green).  
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Below an interesting case which proves the consensus among all leading parties (regardless of their 
ideology) on child abuse. (As my manuscript shows, the situation is the same in other G20 countries 
also.)  

On 10.12.2017 the tie of Mr. Gauland (leader of the reicht-wing) —with the dog on GREEN 
background—become a great prominence, in particular, at AMAZON (see chapter about Jeff Bezos): 
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Barak Obama 
The ominous visit of a former US President to a national church congress in Germany was just one 
incident in a series of events that fit the pattern outlined here: 

On 22.06.2017 (exactly on the birthday of my daughter) the ex. US President added a new picture to 
all his internet profiles - with the beaming smile: For comparison, see my picture below: 
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Only 2 days before, on 19 June 2017, B. Gates shared the information about the upcoming congress 
of the "GOAL-KEEPERS" (which tuk place in September) and accompanied the message with a 
delicate picture; with children encircled by a coloured circle (see my hobby painting) on it. Both B. 
Obama and J. Trudeau (see the corresponding chapter) participated in the congress.  

 

The circle surrounding the children was taken from the project "Everyone", whose founder is also the 
co-founder of the "Goalkeepers" campaign. : 
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Then, on August 13’th 2017 Obama tweeted this post „against hate and exclusion“. BUT accompanied  
the statement by a picture of children thet are locked up. The Statement was honored by 1.5 million 
people! Either are milliens of people blind or I am "stupid"?!  
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On 22.10.2017 (also a 22'ter, like the birthday of my daughter) five former US presidents pose with 
LadyGaga (who wears a white suit):  

 
Three weeks after publication of my first article (18.11.2017) — where I also referred to B. Obama — 
he "warn citizens of complacency and threatend with a new world war," if they do not follow his 
recommendation to cultivate the (green) "garden" of democracy"! 
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On June 26, 2018, the news channel "Tagesschau" reported that the former US 
president, Busch senior, got an dog named "Sully" (my nickname is "Sally".); BUT, 
the announcement was enhanced with a picture of Bill Clinton pointing in the socks 
of President Bush with dogs on it? (To this case see also: #Clinton-Epstein; 
#Clinton-Foundation...). What is the common factor of the  the article and the 
accompanying picture?! There is none!!  
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Dann, genau zu einem Geburtstag 10.02 (2018) posiert Michelle Obama neben Alicia KEY (Schlüssel/
sperren; im grün) und J. Lopez (mit Hut). 
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Next, in 2019: The former US president will be travelling to Germany for TWO trips. In April and 
September.   

A. On 04.04.2019 (the cross sum of my daughter's birthday 22+6+1992=>>4<<) he visited Cologne 
gave a lecture in the Lanxess-Arena (I almost wrote LanSEX) about >>"destruction" of nature 
(synonym to green)"<< and >>"women" in "leadership" positions<<: 

On 05.04.2019 Obama visited Berlin and the Chancellor (in the red suit) and >> warned, in a speech, 
young people of the danger to their "prosperity" and "peace"<<: 
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AUSLAND BARACK OBAMA IN KÖLN

Der Name seines Nachfolgers fällt kein einziges Mal

Stand: 04:40 Uhr | Lesedauer: 7 Minuten

Von Ansgar Graw
Chefreporter

Er kann es noch: Barack Obama kam in Köln lässig und charmant rüber
Quelle: dpa/Inka Englisch

Ex-Präsident Barack Obama ist auf Deutschland-Besuch: Am Donnerstagabend sprach
er in der Kölner Lanxess-Arena.

Unter anderem sprach er über seine große Sorge, den Klimawandel und Frauen in

Führungspositionen.

Seinen Nachfolger Donald Trump erwähnte Obama nicht.

er Redner ist smart wie immer, cool wie immer und noch eine Spur lässiger als in

seiner Zeit im Weißen Haus. „Demokratie“, sagt er, „muss per Definition mit

unterschiedlichen Meinungen umgehen. Aber über Fakten kann man nicht streiten.“

Barack Obama soll in Köln Fragen beantworten, die der Veranstalter recht klar formuliert



 

B. And, in September 2019, he attended the founders' 
conference, "Bits & Pretzels-2019" in Munich. (Kevin 

Spacey (Performer of a parliamentarians in the series 
"House of cards"; and accused for rape) was a flagship of 

B&P for a while as well!!!).   
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Justin Trudeau  
The first time I became aware of the articles by/about PM of Canada Justin Turdaeu was on March 
2'th 2017 as pictures of the young Trudeau (as a boy scout, camping in the (green) forest etc.) flooded 
the net— and caused an excitement among the many female fans! 
However, in the social media, many thoughtful people searched for the purpose of these old pictures, 
which suddenly flooded the Internet. If someone had had the idea to use such an "Adonis" as a decoy, 
this would have been the ultimate bait!  
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Subsequently visit to the official accounts of MP. Trudeau was a sobering experience::  

• For example a strange post from 24 March 2017 - which raises many questions. What is a baby 
doing in a vegetables-box? Vegetable boxes are used to transport/dispatch food, but not Babys—
usualy?!: 

 

A simple goolge-enquery shows what pictures about healthy baby food look like:  
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• Then, a posting - series from 04.Mai.2019: The message  "These are the socks you're looking for" 
with the Titel "We'll be with you May 4th". 

The villain Darth Vader stands behind two children. The statement "We'll be with you on May 4th" with 
the accompanying picture makes sense only when put in context to children. Whose children are 
concerned tell the socks with painting motives; the children of the painter/the woman who is painting 
(synonym to my hobby painting). 
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• A posting from May 19'th. 2017: Trudeau visited Bill Gates (and Warren Buffet). What happened 
after this encounter, see chapter about "Bill Gates"). 

 

Furthermore, on May 22. 2017 - only three days after the visit to Gates - Trudeau published the 
following post. 

Little "Bella" (this is also the nickname of one of the women belonging to the Munich group; see 
chapter "How it all began") and her parents visited Trudeau "on the mountain" (green). 
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Likewise, Little Bella is in a "cave": In my articl series  "Symbols Language in Media 2.0" (Obt. 2017 to 
May 2018) I refer, among other things, also to Trudeau and child abuse in underground caves/tunnels. 
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A few weeks later, on June 7th. 2017 B. Obama visits his consort Trudeau in a "basement" / "back 
room". 

On 06 July 2017 the G20 meeting took place in Hamburg, Germany—with symbolic outfits: 
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Then in July 2017 (soon after the G20 meeting), Trudeau, B. Gates and M. Zuckerberg held an 
interesting "multilateral discussion" on social media about the breeding and use of cows. In this 
context, Turdeau visited a farmer who is "fascinated" of "Holstein cows" , which come originally from 
the southern part of Schleswig-Holstein, Germany:  

With the following posts Gates took part in the discussion and also used the corresponding symbolic 
"language" to refer to me. , 
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The Zukerberg participated to the discussion with the following contributions:  
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At the end of January 2018 (2 months after publication of y first article about child abuse in elite 
circles) the World Economic Forum took place.  

In a panel discussion, the PM of one of the Most developed countries of the world (and a former 
colony of the British Crown; see chapters about Queen Elisabeth & Prinz Harry) sat next to a JUNG 
FEMALE fighter for CHILDREN's rights, wearing socks with dabbling ducks  motifs: According to the 
"Bild" newspaper, "he was performing "cool diplomacy"! Even the presence of the Malala at the World 
Economic Forum is out of place. Yes, she advocates education for children: but her knwolidg about 
(world) econoy is definitely not suffizient enogh for an event of highest level. (As we will see in 
following chapters, the Malala— and its reputation—will be "out of place" (misused) several times.  
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On 27.01.18 I published the mentioned article on my Facebook profile this picture article and 
commented with "Who has nothing in his head, has it on his legs".  

Just a few hours after my posting, the following posting was made on Trudeau's Facebook profile, 
which emphasize the DEATH of Father Emmet "Pop" Johan, who was "obsessed with homeless street 
kids“. (We see in this manuscript countless threats against me and my family including death, rape, 
homelessness, etc.) 
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In the meantime (update on 19.08.19) the picture has been removed from the "Bild" article!! 
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Vladimir Putin - and Football World Cup 2018 
Exactly at the very hour the World Cup football match Germany vs. South Korea (on 27.06.2018) was 
beamed—and where the German team suffered its historic defeat on the preliminary round— a former 
friend of mine, Roland* suddenly appeared at our door.  

He told me that a blind shell from WW-II his ben detected  near his apartment and would be xxxx the 
following hours. So he has to leave his apartment during this hours. And he asked me if he could stay 
with us during this time and watch the match.  

This incident, which—under normal circumstances—would be considered an ordinary visit among 
friends, was remarkably unusual for following reasons: 

A. Due to an argument I had no contact to Roland* for a long time;  
B. He has other, even closer friends then me in our Town where he could go spontaneously;  
C. He brought a broken sack old potatoes. (Potatoes grow underground: In my blog article series 

"Symbolc Language in Medien 2.0" I have pointed out repeatedly child abuse in underground 
tunnels);  

D. (A) Exactly in my home town, (B) a blind shell from WK-II (where  Germany has been defeated) 
hes been found; (C) at the very same time as the German team (a well known world champion) 
was experiencing its—objectively unjustified—defeat; (D) in a country of allied forces (Russia).So 
many stupid coincidences are simply not statistically possible!!! (Mor about this Tonic see also 
chapter "We always win ...".) 

After the game Roland* went home. But he came the next day again—just as unexpected as the day 
before!  
In the course of the conversations he enquired about the current situation regarding my well known 
problems. I told him that the problems ar still present and that I was sure that the events of the last 10 
years were well planned and calculated actions to forcing me into organized crime against children. 
I also said that I was going to file a new criminal complaint at the police the next day.   
He complimented my courage and persistence and went home soon after. (As explained in the 
chapter "Incidents at Police 2018", the police in Weilheim and Penzberg were waiting for my visit/they 
were informed in advance.  

I do not know for sure whether they were informed about my plans via Roland* or other sources (e.g. 
wiretapping of y apartment). But, for sure, they were forewarned. (See the mentioned chapter.) 

This event reminded me on following events (regarding Russia/their PM W.Putin), which were  
published close bevor in the public media in Germany—and worldwide. 
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• (A) On the article " The Dragon-Conqueror“ of the newspaper „The Time-Online“, 
(which was published only 2 weeks after the publication of my first Artikel about 
"Child abuse in elitist circles“):  

That article shows astonishing similarities to a Facebook post of mine: 

(Does the indicated article even provids an explanation for the unreasonable end of GOT ("Game of 
Throns"), which is incomprehensible to the fans—up to this days?!) 
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Der Drachenbezwinger
11. Dezember 2017 um 6:00 Uhr
 
Vom Staat erwartet man in Russland nicht Politik, sondern Wunder.
Wahlen sind nur Schaukämpfe. Der Sieger steht vorab fest. Deshalb
ist Putin so mächtig und so beliebt.

© [M] Alexander Zemlianichenko/Pool / Reuters

Russland ist literaturfixiert. Über die Haltung der Amerikaner zu ihrer Regierung
informiert man sich am besten in Fernsehen und Internet, über die der
Vietnamesen auf dem Basar, über die der Deutschen am Stammtisch. In Russland



• (B) The following article on "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung" with the characteristic 
symbolic-"language" (forest & green)! 

• ( C ) On the visit of the Federal President of Germany, F.V.Steinmeier to W. Putin—which is very 
instructive. Mr. Steinmeier seems to have given up all his hopes "for a peaceful solution of an  
important issue/problem“. 
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Prinz Harry und Königin Elisabeth von England  
I first became aware of the articles by/about Prince Harry and Queen Elizabeth of England when I saw 
the following article, which had received a lot of attention in the social media. At the Invictus Games (a 
competition for in war disabled soldiers) in Canada, Harry Windsor met Melania Trump (who like 
myself was born in the former Yugoslavia) and Prime Minister Trudeau, on the same day 
(24.09.2017).  

In these official images, several well-known destructive symbols can be seen; such as the Masonic 
chessboard design (on the suit of the First Lady) and the hand sign of the Lightbringer/Lucifer/
Baphomet. Hypothetically, they could have been created by coincidence. From the point of view of the 
experiences described in this book, however, this is very unlikely.  

The message of this event can only be interpreted as "I belong to the great and powerful. You are 
advised to cooperate with us and not combat/figt against us". This kind of messages correspond 
exactly to the messages I have been receiving for years:  
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This attitude ("the hidden hand that writes history") has been represented by Harry on several 
occasions. 

.  
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... likewise this meeting with PM Trudeau on the patterned floor— where the gentlemen seem to have 
a great time and laughing about "something"! 
 

This event could also be seen as a "coincidence"— if it were excluded from the overall context.  
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Only two days later the following articles appeared simultaneously — in two different public media. 
They seem literally calling out "We are going to ***** you at your *****“ 
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Then on 14.03.2018, two meaningful events also took place simultaneously. (A) the green suit of the 
Queen and (B) the message about the "death" of her TWO dogs. (I have two children who have a 
dog.) : 
 

Meanwhile - 19.08.2019 - following picture was removed from corresponding article. 
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Leonardo Dicaprio 
The "participation" of Leonardo di Caprio in the happenings drawn my attention when I saw the 
following articles — which were published in the time of the eventful August 2017. (See chapter about 
Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg and Justin Trudeau.) 

(A) "A woman survives 4 days alone in the (green) forest" (left) and (right) DiCaprio's new girlfriend, 
who looks very much like my daughter. 

(B) "Roman Polanski RAPED me" (left) and (right) the girlfriend of DiCaprioe (who looks very much l 
ike my daughter) who comes from "DEEP-WOOD" (green/wood)). 
.  
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And for comparison, two images of my daughter:  

The events with The Caprio continued in September.  
From USA he joined—with an "multiple-love-ride" Story (synonym for multiple rape)— the 
"Oktoberfest" which was taking place in Munich (the capitol next to us).  
The fact that his girofreiend is 22 year old (as my daughter) confirms further connection to the kontext 
described in this manuscript.  

(In legal terminology, such incidents are defined as „clear/circumstantial Indikation or evidences“.)  
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In 2019, the events with DiCaprio continued in the same way.  
In July 2019, he founded—together with the widow of Steve Jobs and Brian Sheth (co-founder and 
president of Vista Equity Partners, a private equity fund based in Austin, Texas)—the "EARTH 
Alliance" foundation against the shrinking of biodiversity and climate change.  
! 

So far so good; You would think—
IF: 

(A) Apple would not reveal itself 
with this template and  

(B)  the following events/images 
would not match our patterns/
models:  
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Only three weeks after the organization was established, the Good Father provided the perfect 
opportunity to demonstrate the worthiness of the organization. 

In August 2019, the largest forest in the world began burning AMAZONas rainforest.  
Dicaprio and his friend "were allowed" to invest 5 Mil. $ on fighting the fires!  
 

In the article above (like many times before and after this) there is a direct relationship between the 
date of the events and our birthdays. 

Worth mentioning in this case: The "4" and "7". 
4=crosssum of my daughter's birthday (6/22/92);  
7=the crosssum of my birthday (10.02.1966). 
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INCIDENTS WITH INTERNATIONAL  
COMPANY* REPRESENTATIVES 

In 2015 I wanted to develop an internet-platform where people with chronical diseases could search 
worldwide   for healing methods; with the help of people who have already experienced a cure for the 
disease they were looking for.  
Together with programmers from my native country, I developed a demo/test-version. With it I wanted 
to mauve forward further developments in Germany. Thet was not feasible without external 
investments.  

On this way I got to know the "rules of the game" of the founder-community— and of the investors.  
With this insight enhanced, I decided to stop the project at the end of 2017 (until I get a besser 
chance). 

Concerning this mater I used to attend seminars, workshops and similar events. l also followed social 
media profiles, where I hoped to find some helpful recommendatishens and inspirations.  
Among others, I subscribed to the fan-page "Elon Musk Quotes & News" and followed the Facebook-
Profile of Richard Branson: Instead of inspiration for my new  business - wherefor these fan-pages are 
well known - I gained even more the kind of experiences we are now familiar with.  

Elon Musk 
Only a few days after subscribing to the fan site "Elon Musk Quotes & News" I recognized the 
behavior patterns we already knew. For a while I observed - as always - at a distance what was going 
on. This is an official fanpage of the same named online-platform. So I assumed that this fanpage is 
being run by some employees.  

I published some of the conspicuous posts of this page in the first article of my three-part series 
"Symbolic Language in Media 2.0". (on Nov.2017); where, among other things, I also reported about  
child-abuse and -molestation in underground tunnels.  

Six weeks after the publication of the last article (May.2018) the well known accident of missing 
children's footbal-team "Wild BOAR/PIG" in (the caves) Thailand happened. (About the  "PIG-Nose " 
see chapter "How it all began")  

Mr. Musk even tuk part to the event via Twitter and branded one of the professional rescuers publicly 
as "child molester"! 

(1) The name of the team (which was also adopted for the rescue capsule donated by Musk), 
corresponds 1:1 to the preferred insult regarding my wide nose = as "pigs-nose");  

(2) the accident happened in "underground tunnels" (like the references on my blog articles about 
child abuse in underground tunnels); 

(3) the accident happened only a few weeks after the publication of my last article;  
(4) the style of the event also correspond 1:1 to the threatening patterns to which we (my and my 

Family) are  been exposed for 10 years: "If I dont fulfel the expectations, my children are going to 
experience the same sufferings like these/the children in underground tunnels." 
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I wonderd whether innocent children were put in deadly danger just to send me a strong threatening 
message (like many times before)?  

Why else would a very busy CEO (leader of three companies) tuk part into an international event— 
AND offer a solution that coulden't be practically implemented on-sit!  

The explanation of a miscalculated marketing strategy presented by the media would have convinced 
me if (1) the offered support had been helpful, (2) if the marketing expert Musk had not acted so 
frenetically and awkwardly and (C) if he had not accused one of the rescuers of being a paedophile?!  
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Furthermore, on 09.May.2018— only one day before the exhibition of the wax figure of P. Harrys with 
the "hidden hand of the Freemasons"—, Musk was admitted to the ROYAL Academy of Sciences; due 
to special merits on "colonization of Mars". 
 

The following events, which relate to Mr Musk in person, have reinforced my conviction that all these 
incidents are not just coincidences:   
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E. On Sept. 06, 2018, Musk gave an interview to Joe Rogan briefly consuming marijuana. The event 
is insofar remarkable as it had astonishing similarities to an event that had happened to me long 
time ago. IIn December 2005 I have rejected the marriage proposal of my former boyfriend Dave* 
(an American) because his excessive marijuana consumption wasn’t compatible with my personal 
convictions. (Six months after this event our relationship ended and Dave* subsequently moved to 
THAILAND for several years. There he married a Thai woman and returned to America after 
several years. On March 2019 he was hired by an American traditional car manufacturer as 
museum director): 
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F. From 31.Jan. 2019 to 13 February 2019 the petition for a referendum "Save the bees" took place 
in Bavaria—where I live: 

On July 17th. 2019, the requirements of this petition  were adopted as a draft law— but, at the same 
time .... … 
. 
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 ...the "care-giver referendum" was stopped by the supreme court. It was remarkable on this occasion, 
thet the leading design of the campaign showed amazing similarities to one of my favourite deities, 
about whom I write frequently:  
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…almost at the SAME TIME Musk was addressing in his Twitter account the (A) "fertilization" of plants 
(GREEN) by "bees" and (B) genetically produced "cat-women". {"fertilization" and "genetically 
produced" = reffer to threttenings of "RAPE"; "bees" = reffer to Freemasons and "Cats" = reffer to my 
favoured pets}: 

…for comparison, an image of my daughter and her cat that was published in my Facebook-account : 
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On 13. Sept.2019 (only three days before this manuscript was publiced) the Kensington Palace also 
took part in the „game“ "Save the Bees": 
 

The following picture shows the relevance of the bees for the Freemason Ideologie.   
In my opinion, these actions was ment to demonstrate their commitment to Freemasonry and the 
power and "superiority" associated with it. 
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G. Musk's presentation on July. 2019 about the optimisation of the human brain:  
 

In a presentation (flooded in GREEN 
collor) Musk representit the possibility of 
enhancing the human brain by usin some 
microelectrodes.  
This presentation reminded me of many 
threatenings, regarding human brain, that 
were expresed toward me many times 
bevor; such as: "Nobody will believe you"; 
"you will be labeld as mentally ill/
diagnosed on mental il lnes"; "your 
statements will be used as pretext to put 
you in a psychiatric hospital"; "you will be 
used there as guinea pig and will be 
torture to death. etc. (See also chapter 
"Incidents at employment office/2018") 

In the following some earlier posts of this 
fansite, with positive and negative 
messages - regarding E.Musk, or in 
combination with other persons referred in 
the Manuskript:  

- Allmost simultneously  to publication of the articles about DiCaprio in the "BildZeitung" (see chapter 
about "DieCaprio") he visited the Tesla factory and talked with Musk about the "production" hell 
(allegedly) at Tesla: 
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Here, the gentleman seems to be 
picking someone up at the roadside? 
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What does the following quot have in common with the accompanying image (of a politicians-summit)? 
In this arrangement; nothing.  
Looking at it superficialy- without thinking much - the collage makes no sense.  
But, if you put the term molecule=child and promote=born, the collage get an logical, rational meaning: 
"A child born in one corner of the world, goes through several  stations/cherpints until it reaches its 
intended destination {the centre of the Moloch = the world of politics(s) and company headquarters (for 
abuse)}.  
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In November 2017, Musk visited R. Tayyip Erdogan—who is well known for his efforts to gain 
influence in the countries of former Yugoslavia; and his efforts on  recruiting young people and bring 
them to Turkey "for training".  
Both gentlemen presented three (we are three women at home) "rockets" (symbol of an obelisk; see 
chapter "We always win...").  
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Following is the identical way of referencing like B. Gates — whereby the symbolic meaning of the sun 
is ambiguous (see explanation in the chapter about "Bill Gates") : 
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Richard Branson 
On the Facebook profile of R. Branson—who has been even ennobled by Queen Elizabeth for his 
"services"; (see the chapter on Queen & Harry) I made identical experiences. So please do take a look 
at them for yourself:  

Von Jan.2017 bis Dez.2017: 
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And in the following some postings from the year 2018, regarding: 

• the disappearance of an "meditating" lemurs (reference=meditation as my hobby); 
• the insights of a WIDE-NOSE (refferenz to my wide-nose) moderator Edward Owen Kayvan 

TEMPLE-Moris (for more information search for #Ordo TEMPLI Orienti (an sexual-cult-
organisation), #Bransons Cruise Ship Adults Only, #Barnsons Estate, #NXIVM) and 

• psychological issues (see the threatenings regarding psyche & human Brain in chapters "E. Musk" 
and "Experiences at Job-Center"). 

Also in the following collage there is a great discrepancy between the statements and images that 
accompany these statements: 

In following Collage we cognise: a hiking group (in the GREEN), an ALPHA-LEADER (this is how 
extremely successful businessmen see themselves; but also child molester) and a contemplation 
about children and prison inmates who have been suspended from school (and lost the future 
perspektive).. 

At first the collage hardly makes any logical meaning. However, when it is put into correlation to the 
threats we are now familiar with, a new, obvious meaning emerges.  
- "You'll end up in jail; either yourself or your children will as well." 
- "Your children will be prevented from finishing their education; and as a result their future will be 

destroyed, and they will be driven into crime." 
- "You and your children will suffer (alpha-leaders know how to do it)."  
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Below are some postings of the well known patterns from the year 2019 (see "Nose" and threats with 
HOMELESSNESS and ENSLAVEMENT of my children). 
 

And in July 2019; about the auction of the "sweatshirt" of the (noble) Diana (in the GREEN) 
background, who died in a traffic accident.: 
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Bill Gates 
I didn't follow Bill Gates' social-media-accounts. I used only to checked up his profiles  (as well as 
those of J. Bezos, E. Musk and M. Zuckerberg) just to validate my experiences (and assumptions) I 
had on the profiles "Richard Branson" and "Elon Musk Quotes & News".  

My attention was drawn to Bill Gates once I became aware of the visit of PM J.Trudeau to B. Gates 
(and Warren Buffet).   

The visit took place on 19 May. 2017 took place two weeks after the incident "May the fourth be with 
you" (See chapter "Justin Trudeau"). 
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Soon afterwards—on 22.05.2017—B.Gates set this picture as the header image of his Facebook-
profile (refferenz="Hobbies/Books") 

This could have been an ordinary post of the well-read Mr. Gates - if other posts of Mr. Gates had not 
followed the patterns already known to us. 
  

For example, the post with "Children included in the (COLLORED, refference=paintin) circle" (like the 
children in B. Obama's posting; see the samenamed chapter).: 
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Furthermore, (A) the event takes place on 19-20 (September), significant holiday of Satanic cult; and 
(B) during the speech of Malala a snake appears on the background: BUT only during hear speech, 
but not while other participants spoke? What kinde of goals do these well known and powerful people 
want to pursue passionately?  

In this circle of the powerful is included a young woman who has been given a Nobel Prize, but she 
can no longer live in her native country, where she fought for the rights of children; because she is 
being threatened by those who came to power in her country after being bombed by Americans. (A 
pattern of development which has been implemented in Kosovo (my native country) in a completely 
identical way.)  
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...or the article about the "BREEDING" of "cows"— noticeable similar to the postings of J. Trudeau and 
M. Zuckerberg.  

The reference of the yellow-hat must be examined in particular, as it has multiple connotations:  
(A) as a reference to my painting "Sun Tornado" (which I painted in 2006, during the recovery from my 
divorce) and  
(B) the well known occult meaning of the sun symbol— especially in the ocult-circles that practice 
sexual related cult; often involving also children on it. (Yes, we face again secret  occult practices!). 
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This occult meaning of the sun-symbol is—also for laymen
—most easily recognized in the Tarot-XIX "The Sun". 

The "sun" (as an archaic symbol of male power and 
authority) is in occult sex-cult circles closely wedded to 
children (and animals). It's not a coincidence that very 
successful men are named as "Alpha Leaders"). 
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The significance of the "sun" is even more obvious on the profiles of another alpha-leider, Jack 
Dorsay, the founder of Twitter and SQUARE, due to his affinity to the "Golden Dawn" and the 
"Freemasons". (for the SQUAR as a Freemasonic-symbol see chapter about Queen Elisabeth, Prinz 
Harry and "We always Winn...") 
(The "Hermetic Order of the Rising Dawn" is a subsequent development of the " Order Templi Orienti"/
OTO (founded by the Freemasons and Rosicrucians). Both   organizations practice occult sexual cult. 
(as required, search for #HOGD, #Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn",#OTO/#Ordo-Templi-Orienti - 
and its several ramifications, #Aleister Crowley etc.).  
:  
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The most important centre of the HOGD " is based in France. On the above mentioned account of 
J.Dorsey can be seen only one politician—the PM of France, Emmauel Macron. (From this point of 
view, his relationship, and marriage, with the 25 years older woman, a former teacher, accurres even 
more disturbing):  

Especially important in this regard: Shortly after the publication of my manuscript the PM E.Macron 
tried to prevent the entry of Albania (the country of my nativ nationality; eventhough my nativ Country 
being Kosovo) and Northern Macedonia into the European Union— despite the fact thet these 
countries have been classified as "ready for entry into the EU" since 2018 and the entry were 
promised to them in 2018. 

I see this sudden change of opinion—which is obwiesly related to the statements in the manuscript—, 
as a attempt to putting pressure on me in order to enforce me to withdraw (A) my reference about the 
relationship of his former teacher with him in his early age and (B) my assumptions about the relations 
of Mr. Macron to occult-assosiations. 
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To illustrate the common context/denominator of all above-mentioned institutions: the chessboard 
pattern of Freemasons— which is made up of squares of Saturn (the God of darkness, chaos and 
destruction=Satan). 

…. and another two examples are these symbols being applied on a daily basis - also in relation to 
children.: 
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The harmful, destructive nature of these practices can be clearly seen in the following postings: 
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If you are tempted to disclaim the 
given indications as being banal or 
even unreliable—especially in 
re lat ion to such "educated", 
successful gentlemen who are 
always striving for best/maximum—
consider (A) the "pyramid of needs" 
(according to Maslov) and (B) the 
demand for power of the alpha-
leader.  

Except of few marginal differences; the common ground of all above mentioned associations is the 
belief that scientifically unjustified (natural)-phenomena can be understood and purposefully applied 
only through occult and sexual practices.  

According to Aleister Crowley—the highly admired occultist in these circles— children are the perfect 
ritual objects. ("Since their defense mechanisms are not yet developed", my explanation). Rudolf 
Steiner, for example, the founder of the "Waldorf Schools" was also a high-ranking OTO member and 
the director of OTO Germany.  

The doubtful background of secret teachings/ideology/organizations is obvious to every reasonable 
individual for two simple reasons: If a doctrine/ideology is particularly valuable and beneficial, it should 
be accessible to all people. If it is not, the question arises why not. Not because (A) only a limited 
number of people should benefit from the knowledge: Or not because (B) the knowledge/rules/
Ideologies oposit the public standards of ethical and moral. In the case -A the secrecy is at least 
ethically untenable, in the case-B it is a criminal offence.  

Daily we receive news about child-abuse and -slaing in various circles—but not a single news/report 
about the happenings in organisations and communities that have firmly embedded occult sexual 
rituals (preferably with children and youth) in their constitution? WHY???  
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After this small, unavoidable 
excursuset's, return to Bill Gates, 
the oldest tech giant, or rather his 

contributions, which (should) serve 
as inspiration for millions of people

— especially young people—
worldwide:  

For example, the posting about this 
distinktive "leg" which wants to 

teach children "something":  

... the commitment to the eradication 
of "polio"—with support of the 

United Kingdom!.  
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... or the following contribution from the eventful year 2017: 

Isn't it surprising that a man—who is considered to be very intelligent—recommends literature for 
summer holidays: BUT endows the advice with the picture of a sick dog?! (Next to it, for comparison, 
my daughter's dog.) 

 

Several references about relations of the tech giants to Jeffrey Epstein (e.g. "The day Jeffrey Epstein 
told me that he has dirt on powerful man“ (/https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/business/jeffrey-
epstein-interview.html) make matters worse!. 
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Jeff Bezos 

When I first visited the Twitter account of J.Bezos, he only had the Twitter account—but no Instagram 
account. Short after, just in time (of the eventful July 2017), however, Mr. Bezos opened an Instagram 
account—and his very first post was remarkable!  

One of the most successful—and the richest man—in the world siting on the roof of his factory (like his 
"colleague" Mr. E. Musk in February 2017) in the middle of a GREEN landscape and announces his 
"new goals":  
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Then—just one day after the publication of my first article of the series "Symbolic Language in Media 
2.0"—, where I refer to occultist childabuse—, J. Bezos published this post: a (iron) pentagram (a well-
known occult symbol of the worshippers of dark forces; we will handle this subject later agein) 
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Two weeks later; his team sets a world record in "checken-wing-eating"— just in time as the royal 
marriage proposal, which also took place during "chicken-eating", was announced:  
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A simple search query by Google "What Chicken-Lovers/Chicken-Hawk menas" provides valuable 
information: 
  

Remarkable in this context also the name of the company of J. Bezos "Blu Origin"; and this picture 
shared at Blu Origin— which has been removed from the Twitter account in the meantime (right, for 
comparison, the picture of my daughter):  
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Mark Zuckerberg 

On the FB-profile of Mr. Zuckerberg's, I found the following postings remarkable, because (A) they 
show the well-known characteristics and (B) they show remarkable similarity to the postings of B. 
Gates and J. Trudeau—which were published almost simultaneuous: 

Zu Erinnerung; die Diskussion über „Kühe Züchten“, „selber Schlachten“ usw: 
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A short time after the mention events, these contributions followed at 03.08.2017: 
 

Zum Vergleich zwei Bild von dem Hund meiner Tochter: 
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And the following article by Zuckerberg, which shows amazing similarities to Trudeau's posting on the 
same issue; and to my article about child abuse in underground tunnels:  
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Then, on June 2019, Facebook has launched the crypto currency "LIBRA".   

LIBRA=means "book" in Albanian language. (See chapter  "How it all began", hobbies=reading, 
brain=smart)  
 

Appel 
A round up of the chapter about tech-giants: This „Pages“-template of Apple—that shocked me 
entirely as I first saw it: 
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Remarkable on this context is also the fact that all Tech-giants mentioned here are closely related to 
Jeffrey Epstein in several articles and reports  — e.g. here: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/12/
business/jeffrey-epstein-interview.html. 

Epstein "was allowed to go". Now the distinguished minds of main investigation authorities of the USA 
(just like main investigator Mueller and his exquisit FBI-CIA-team), may "investigate"  subsidiary/
misleading facts for years instead of investigativ the fundamental/real facts (and detect the right/real/
liable/responsible perpetrators): ONE OF MANY REASONS WHY I WENT PUBLIC WITH MY STORY
— IN ADVANCE OF GOING TO POLICE!  

Also remarkable in reference to Mark Zuckerberg: After I submitted the criminal Charge on 
20.09.2019, my articles on about child abuse and child trafficking — as well as the URLs — to my 
website were systematically blocked/censored by Facebook. In following only few examples: 

„This comment violates our community standards.“) 

„We sometimes block content and actions to ensure the security of Facebook“ . 
 

Even after several complaint by Facebook my website remained censored - until today!  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INCIDENTS INVOLVING EMPLOYERS 

Incidents now known to us were not related only to the virtual world. I also experienced the same 
issues and adventures in the working environment; at companies where I worked for; during job 
interviews or as I was applying as freelancer.  

About the (un)safety of children 

I worked for the company Roche Diagnostics GmbH in Penzberg for 14 years. We had flexible working 
conditions. In arrangement with my supervisor I chose to work 5H in the morning, 3H in afternoon and 
to having 2H for lunch break.  
During the lunch break I used to drive  home. On the way I would pick up my children from school, we 
would have lunch together and discuss homework. From about 15:00 I used to go to work again and 
work for remaining 3h. However, problems occurred again and again, all the time—without a 
reasonable ground. 

I was regularly asked to spend my lunch break in the company—on the justification that my absence 
during the lunch break is being disadvantageous to the teamwork; is holding me back on establishing 
an "closer/nearer contact" (end of exact quote) to the colleagues I was working with. 

We mostly worked in an open-plan office, and/or were in close contact for several hours a day in joint 
projects. This enabled us to maintain common "close contact" to colleagues. Furthermore, the 
relationship to my colleagues was—on my opinion—good and appropriate for a working place. I didn't 
need more!  

After several discussions we agreed to one lunch break in a week I would have with colleagues; the 
other four I was allowed to spend outside of the company.  
Even though I kept to this agreement also, the allegations and attempts to make me change my mind 
never stopped. I felt that these—objectively unjustified—attacks were mearly attempts to prevent me 
from picking up my children from school; from ensuring them a safe way back to home.  

The godparenthood for the child of a colleague 
At about the same time as I had begun to report the incidents to the police (2014/2015,, a colleague—
from another department with whom I had no close  contact—asked me to godfather his newly born 
child.  

I had got to know Klaus* and his wife via Innes*—who was employed in the same company and I was 
befriended with. Since we had known each other for a short time, I was all in all surprised by the 
confidence shown toward me.  I considered the connection at thet time to be  rather a new, still 
superficial acquaintance thet was not close/strong enogh to convinienc me to take over a lifelong 
godparenthood for their child. I expressed my deep gratitude for the honor that had been given to me 
and tried to explain (with utmost carefulness) that I could not assume this responsibility in an 
appropriate extend—as a was already a fully employed, single mom of two. I offered my casual 
support to the jung family, but declined every typ of committed obligations. Klaus* could not 
understand my refusal at all. In a long discussion he tried, with all means, to bring me change my 
mind: Until finally the discussion ended up in a dispute which caused the end of our friendship.  
Shortly afterwards, the friendship with Innes* also came to an end—for reasons that are still unknown 
to me till today.  
It is remarkable that before joining the company, Klaus* was (according to his own statements), 
unemployed for a long time. 
At that time I had no reasonable explanation for this "strange"/waird  incident. 
Later, when I met other parents, like Klaus* (at the company as well as at the employment office, job 
centre, housing centre etc.) who had been unemployed for a long time, I become suspicion that 
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unemployed parents are forced to make their own children available for abuse—if they wanted to keep 
their job or get a new one.  
From the present point of view, with current knowledge and experiences I have had in the meantime, I 
consider the vehement attempts of Klaus* to make me the godfather of his child, as further attempts to 
involve me—secretly—in child abuse:  In the abuse to which these parents were very likely obligated.  

A colleague with foster children 

At about the same time, I came into closer contact with another colleague who was attending 
the meditation group, which I was leading weekly. The Marius* was - just just as Klaus* - a 
young father. After the meditation session, we would occasionally go to the canteen for lunch. 
During conversations he often used to talk about his family. He and his wife had three 
children of their own and additionally took care of 1-2 foster children time and again. The 
foster child currently in care was only a few months old. It was the child of a drug-addicted 
mother 

I found the colleague to be a very friendly, responsible and caring person. He only appeared 
to be exhausted and worn out. One day I gently pointed thet out to him. He pointed out that 
with several litle children and full-time employment he was a little overstressed, that under 
these circumstances a certain amount of exhaustion maight be "normal" and he hopes that 
the circumstances would soon get better. I asked him why do they take foster children for 
care if they do not have enough physical capacity for their own children. I also asked if they 
are (possibly) dependent on the financial support the youth welfare office was offering. He 
contradicted my assumption and explained that their income was sufficient to support the 
family but that they would care for the children only for humanitarian reasons. While he was 
talking about it, for a little moment, his eyes began to fill with tears. But he suppressed this 
very quickly and changed the subject of conversation.  

I found the moistened eyes and the topic change to be contradictory to the voluntarily, lovingly  
care of foster toddlers. If they would take care for foster children by choice and out of 
compassion, he would either (A) talk enthusiastically—and without tearing eyes— about their 
engagement or (B) with tearing eyes, about their concern for the grievous fate of the children. 
In both of these cases he would have continued the conversation but not interrupted it.  

Although his behaviour seemed to me strange on that time, it didn’t occupyed me further. 
Until I left the company (Dec. 2016), we maintained the occasionaly lunches.  

But from the current point of view I see the situation from another perspectives!  Today, I am of the 
opinion that they did not voluntarily shelter the foster children; and, probably, they must - just like 
Klaus* -  make these children/toddler available for abuse! The role I should play/take on in this case 
isn't clear to me till today. Mario* made no further attempt to involve me in their family live. His 
behaviour, however, implied that he would have done thet in the future—if we would meet for a longer 
period. 

"Congratulate the colleague; he just became a father" 

Not once, not twice; by three occasions (wich took place between 2008 and 2016), my supervisor 
suggested —on advance of meetings with colleagues who had recently become parents—to 
congratulate them on the arrival of the offspring. I found his care for employees praiseworthy—at thet 
time. 

However, as all three colleagues tooked my congratulations with coldness and aloofnes and quickly 
moved on to the next agenda point, I was slightly surprised. The situation was very strange all over: 
The explicite suggestion of my superior to congratualate and the cool, dispassionate faces of the 
newly turned dads seamed to contradict each other! 
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This contradiction did not escape my (as a therapist) trained eye even then (otherwise, I would not 
have been able to remember the situation after 4 years). But I had no explanation for this strange 
situation back then. 

From the current perspective, I would say that these young fathers—like Klaus* & Marius*—were 
forced (by whomever) to make their children available for abuse (perhaps to/by foreigners, like me).  

A scared colleague  
About that time I had a bilateral meeting with a colleague. We were to discuss his work, which he had 
prepared as part of the mutual project. We were alone in the meeting room. The colleague was older 
than, at least 10 cm taller (I am 174) and about 30 kg heavier. The colossus sat opposite to me 
trembling and drenched in sweat. During the presentation he was stuttering and making (as a native 
German) a lot of linguistic and professional errors. I was observing him in completely confused. The 
man was obviously deeply frightened; and I had not the slightest explanation for his condition. I was 
totally puzzled but tried to discuss the issues as clearly and slowly as possible (eventhough I was a 
little annoyed by his mistakes). After about an hour the meeting was over. I never met the colleague 
again. 

At that time I had not the slightest explanation for this extremely strange situation either.   

However, today, in 2019, after having experienced several implicit threats (from Germans and people 
of other nationalities) I believe that the frightened "colossus" was beeng blackmailed (like the three 
colleagues in the previous chapters) by foreigners into allowing the abuse of his children.   
 Mit dem „Koloss“ hatte ich einen projektspezifischen Meeting. Zu den drei Kollegen zuvor schickte 
mich mein Vorgesetzte höchstpersönlich!  

I hope that all the mentioned colleagues will read this manuscript some day and will understand better  
what had happened then—and that I had no idea what was going on then. 

New projects— with huge potential to compromise  
Starting from 2014, I was increasingly involved in projects  and business areas where it would be very 
easy to compromise - e.g. betraying companys or research secrets. This "change of mood" of my 
superior concerned me as the new responsibilities were not necessary. I was fully busy with my 
previous duties. In the context of the incidents that were happening since 2010, the new situation was 
a real threatening to me. Perhaps I woouldn't end up in jail immediately: But I could end up in a 
precarious blackmailing situation at least. 

So I decided to leave the company.  

Leaving the company 

In the course of an interchange I handed over my position to a colleague from another 
department who was loosing her job — and leaved the company on 01.01.2017. I had to fight  
more then one year for a fairly and objectively assessed job reference. According to the 
statements of the representatives of works council and human ressources (who were attending to the 
many consultations), they had not experienced "such obviously malicious treatment" during their long-
term employment in the company.   

Unfortunately, my departure from the company did not solve my concernes. They just folowd me to 
another environment. .  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Incidents during job interviews  
From 01.01.2017 on I applied for several vacancies in quality assurance (for pharma, medicine and 
medical devices) as well as for freelance projects. To my great surprise, during many job interviews 
the subjects about children and parents used to be repeatedly discussed in the strangest possible 
ways. "What would your children say to this and that?" "How would your children respond to this and 
that?" "How old are their children (because you refuse to live so far away from them?" "What are the 
most common concerns you have regarding your children?“ etc…. 

Some of these questions are usually applicated  under ordinary circumstances. From the context now 
well known to us; and the frequency, intensity and the mode/way in which these topics were included 
into the Interviews, it definitely didn't correspond to the norm. 

In the following is presented only one example, a coherent series of events, to show the mafia-like 
harassments thet have been (and are still being) practiced.   

Job Interview Nr.1 

I was invited to an Job interview for the position of a Quality Assurance Manager. About two weeks 
after the interview, the hiring manager sent me an e-mail racommending to get in touch with Mr. 
Woflgang* — in order to have an additional interview with him by phone. I wrote an email to the 
suggested gentleman (a clinic director) asking him for a Telefon-interview. The "honourable" 
gentleman didm't replayed my e-mail (for about two weeks). 

Within this period of time another interview at a pharmaceutical company in Augsburg was already 
scheduled.  

At the ar repair shop 
One day before the Job interview in Augsburg, the owner of the garage where MY car had 
been repaired, called my younger daughter wanting to discuss with her MY bill - which I had 
not received yet— even though he knew MY phone number. My daughter was very surprised by the 
call; in particular since the subject wasen't releated to her at all. 
She immediately phoned me and informed me about the strange phone call.   
I phoned the gentleman at once - in the garage and on his mobile phone. No one answered either 
phone. 
I wrote him an SMS with an explicit request thet he must discuss the subject (releated to me) with me
— instead with my daughter.   
He didn't call me back!  
He didn't answer my texts!  
Insted he maked a call to my daughter again— that same day.  
Immediately after my daughter told me about his second call, I called him again.  
He didn't take this call either. 
I wrote him another SMS with the clear statement "if he calls or writes (to) my daughter ones again—
no matter in what concern—I will file a lawsuit against him".  
Suddenly, at once, he answered this SMS—pretending that he had called me but I was not available?  

• My phone was avaible at the same time as the phone of my daughter's. (I spoke to her several 
times during  the same period of time as the gentleman.) 

• There were no missed calls on my display!  
• The gentleman did not respond to any of my messages  (he could have done that regardless of my 

availability); instead he contacted my daughter all the time. 
• He answered only to the message in which I threatened with a lawsuit.  
• He renounced the bill of 300€?!"  (Who does such a thing without a good reason?). 
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Besides the calls to my daughter—which correspond to the threat-patterns we are already familiar with
—the question arises: "What has been done to my car?  Thet bill was the my only evidence that my 
car had  been "mainteined" at thet Garage. (Till today (Sept. 2019) my car is waiting for the police 
investigation.)  

Job Interview Nr.2 

The next day, after the incidents with the garage, I went to my second interview at "betaPharm" in 
Augsburg. 
At the information desk I was asked to wait in the waiting area until I would be picked up.The waiting 
area seemed to be an "Art-Alley"; and a tribute to parents who have gotten offspring! 

Pictures and sculptures with children's motifs were placed everywhere, on walls and windows— in 
spite of the fact that the company produces pharmaceutical drugs for aduls. The art objects and 
sculptures were representing figures and objects related to well known cartoons (like Arriel??) and 
were indicating children's sport-teams.  

The largest artwork (2mX2m in size) showed a checkerboard-pattern with many other symbols on and 
around it. 
In the middle of the picture a large palm tree (an Obelix/Phallus cult) was painted.    
There were many half-moons and stars painted on the upper and left edges.  
In the bottom part of the picture a poem was written - in which a "Marla" was mourning her 
misdemeanour  "in the wind" and was calling for remembrance of her.  
On the floor, under the painting, there was a sculpture of a crocodile.  
In front of the painting was a high desk on which pictures of new parents were placed. (I could not take 
a photo of the strange exhibition, because taking photos was forbidden in the whole area).  

The whole art gallery seemed strange, for several reasons: 
• It is a pharmaceutical company that produces pharmaceuticals for adults— but they pay homage to 

newberns and parents in the gallery.  
• Assuming that the company appreciates the new parents and their offspring so much that they 

dedicate an entire art gallery to them, right next to the waiting area. In this case, the pictures of 
parents with newborns are completely out of place — AS they are (A) placed in front of the painting 
with the Obelix symbol, (B) being given homage by a poem about death and misdemeanour and (C) 
are guarded by a crocodile?   

The fact that the supervisor who interviewed me had the same last name as Marko* (the main 
accused from the Munich group) rounds up this meaningful encounter.  (As explained in several 
sections, the threats using the surname of Marko* were used in various occasions.) 

Feedback from interview-1: "you better don’t do that"! 
The next day, after the interview in Augsburg, the "honorable" hospital director answered my eMail— 
AFTER two weeks!   
He apologized for the late answer and asked me to suggest a new phone-meeting date. 
With the justification that my email (from one of the safest providers in Germany) probably did end up 
in his spam folder, he advised me to send a copy of the new email to his private eMail-address (his 
name@"you-better-don't do thet".eu) as well.  

What does "you-better-don't-do-thet" realy express in this case/under these conditions?;  
• "You'd better do not tell anyone what you saw yesterday (in thet company!)"  
• "You'd better meet our expectations." 
• "You'd better ... whatever!"; just to name a few examples. 
Ich beantwortete diese eMail nicht. 
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INCIDENTS IN THE STATE INSTITUTIONS  
Police Station (2014) 

At the beginning I would like to emphasize my stance/conviction towards state institutions: I am 
convinced that the majority of civil servants, work correctly and in accordance with the law.   

However, my experiences have also convinced me that there are white and black sheeps in every 
community. 

In January. In 2014 I contacted the police (in Weilheim) for the first time. I reported about my concern 
for my safety and the safety of my family. I justified my statements with the experiencesa I had  made 
in in the meditation group and an the Facebook pages. I also handed out the documented evidences - 
including the related URLs.  

Based on my state of knowledge at the time, I was assuming that Marko* — and the participants of the 
Munich group — were continuing their "game" via Facebook-FanPages.  
My suspicion was not groundless. Marko* - the main actors - and people around him/his surroundings/
employees have the necessary IT skills (and corresponding resources) to manipulate complex and 
strongly protected platforms such as Facebook.  (He had founded and built up an IT company and 
then sold it out to a well-known company.)  

The police officer, who took a record of my testimony, recommended that we should not take down the 
names of the accused persons. 
He justified his statement by the argument that my accusation could be interpreted as libel and/or 
slander and could be used against me— if further investigation do not reinforce my suspicion.  
I agreed to this proposal. {In 2018, should it be revealed that Marko* was the first of the decoys and a 
participant of the much larger criminal circle. When I went to the police again in 2018, "Marko*" was 
there", at the police station in Penzberg. (See below.)} 

The case was completed by the public prosecutor's officer in Munich after ONLY 3 weeks (on 18 
February 2014): On the justification that "the suspected offenders could not be identified".   

By myself, I tried — by a detailed investigation — to find answers to the following questions: 

A. Although I had reported about threats of kidnapping, rape and murderING - of myself and my 
children - the case was dropped out after only 3 weeks?!  

B. Can well-done, extensive investigations be made within 3 weeks? Is that how things work at 
Police?  

C. The police officer who had recorded my declaration (on 28.01.2014) didn't record the names of the 
accused. BUT, he wrote them down an his notebook, in front of me. Therefore, (A) they already 
knew who the suspected ones were and (B) by using the provided URLs they could have easily 
identifie the owners of the Facebook-fanpages. Why did they claim thet the suspected ones could 
not be identified? 

In vain!! 

Several times til 2016 I have reported many incidents to the police in Weilheim. Nevertheless, nothing 
was/is done to protect me and my family.  

In June 2018 I went again to the police — and made the clear acusation of "attempts to force me in 
human trafficking an child trafficking". 
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The second visit to the police (2018) 

Police station Weilheim in OB (Bavaria, Germany) 

Since I live in Weilheim from May 2018, I was first at the police station in Weilheim. The policeman 
present in the entrance area asked me what I was there for. I replied that I wanted to present further 
proofs regarding a case that has been open since 2014. 
The police officer (A tall grown, slim, about 50 year old man with dark brown, slightly curly hair.) — still 
in the entrance area — told me that he could not yet recognize any reasons to take a victim's 
statement. I should continue to tell him even more datails so that he can decide whether a witness 
statement in this case would be useful  
I said that my case is already opend since 2014; that I have submitted updates several times since 
2014, which were immediately recorded: And asked him why this today the procedure is different; why 
the short explanation is not enough to start/enable a proper witness/victi's recording? 
He took my identity document and went up to the first floor.   
When he returned, he led me into a separated room where another official and a young woman were 
present and left the room. 

Right at the beginning, the new official (a man about 168 cm tall, man early 40’s, of normal weight, 
with brown, short cut hair, narrow face with a somewhat sharp chin) asked me if I would accept the 
presence of the young woman. He explained that she was doing an apprenticeship at the police. Her 
presence at the hearing was for learning purposes.   

Inspired by the information, I took a closer look at the young woman: I was deeply shocked for a 
moment. She looked remarkably much alike my daughter — who was also doing an apprenticeship at 
the same time (in another company)!  
At that moment I was reminded - unwillingly - of the many threats of murderin, the kidnapping and 
rape of my daughter(s)! Despite the severe situation I managed to keep my concentration. I agreed to 
the presence of the young woman. 

The official then asked me the completely identical questions as his colleague in the entrance area.  
I answered with exactly the same words — as to his colleague before him.  
Without taking a record of my testimony, he continued: "Tell me more. Show me what you have in your 
folder.  I need more evidences to decide whether a victim’s testimony is justified or not."  
While saing this, he rolled away from the desk (with the chair he was sitting on), turned frontally 
towards me, crossed, broad-legged, his thighs (in the shape of a 4), placed both hands on his crotch 
and left them rest there? 

I focused all my concentration and watched his behaviour with a clear gaze turned towards the officer. 
I put the folder I had brought with back into my handbag, turned my gaze towards the officer and said, 
"What is now happening, is a serious crime."   
He asks me what I actually mean by that.  
I stated that: 
(A) my testimony is not being appropriately recorded, and  
(B) his behavior is not in accordance with the laws.  

He asked me if I intended to teach him how to do his work. (While saying  so, he ignored my remark 
about his behavior and kept his hands on his crotch).  

I made it clear to him that it wasn't my duty to teach him how to do his work; that I know my duties very 
weli: And, that I always manage to find a solution to any problem I encounter— with or without help of 
others.  
I further indicated that I would continue the testimony only under the support of another witnes (if 
possible under the presence of his superior); otherwise I would break off my testimony and leave. 
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On the justification that a witness was already present in the room (and with a high voice) he rejected 
my request. 
After my refusal to accept a young, inexperienced trainee as a witness, he finally invited another  
colleague to join the discussion.  
With few sentences he explained the situation to the new colleague: Thereby he kept his sitting 
position with the hands on his crotch. 

Even the newly joined police officer (a man about 172 cm tall man, midd-40’s, with a round face and a 
clean-shaven head) — meanwhile the third in the row — didn't consider my initial explanation to be 
sufficient.  
"Go on, show us what you have brought with you. We need even more evidences to be able to decide 
whether or not a victim's testimony makes sense" he underlined: the same way as the both colleagues 
had done before him.  

Visibly moved (and frightened) by the heated atmosphere, the trainee left the room.   
I objected his Statement with the same argumentation as to the both colleagues before him.  
When I realized that my arguments were in vain, I stood up and declared that I would break off my 
teestimony and would leave.   
I asked for the identification details of the officials present and for a confirmation of my visit.   
At that moment both officers became even more aggressive. They tried — in a loud voice — to 
convince me, that they were not committed to cnfirm my visit nor  to hand over their personal data; 
since no testimony was taken.  

When I was determined to have my requirements met, one official reluctantly gave me a business 
card. The other stamped his identity on a notepad and placed it on the table.  

They accompanied me to the exit.  

(As reported below: these records/records - along with many others - were stolen from my apartment).  

Police Station in Penzberg (2018) 

Hopeful that I would find more support in another police station, I drove to the police station in 
Penzberg. I reached it around 3:00 p.m. 

The reception area of this station has a narrow oblong shape.   
There was a female officer (about 170 cm tall, corpulent woman, middle-aged, with short light brown 
hair) present. Although it was only about 3:00 pm, it was wery dark in the room. I could hardly read the 
notes I had brought with me. Except of a desk lamp, which was placed in an adjacent room, all the 
lights in the reception area were turned off. 

I told the police officer that I was having trouble reading my notes — and asked wether the darkness  
does affect her work to?  She replied that the current lighting was sufficient for her  and didn't switch 
on further lights. I had to continue reading my notes and fill in the relevant papers in the dark.  

So in the darkness, the elongated room appeared like a tunnel. 
Inevitably, I was reminded of my blog articles in which I refer to many other articeles about child abuse 
in underground tunnels — such as the Epstein case/Virgin Islands? {For more Informations follow: 
http://lehrreicher-weg.de/category/archiv/: And see also the chapter "Incidents on official media/
football world cup 2018“.} 

The officer asked me about my concern. I told her the same short summary I had told to the officers in 
Weilheim; and she answered in the EXACTELY same way as her colleagues in Weilheim.  

At this very moment a man entered the police station.  
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When I noticed the new visitor (over the large fron-window), I was shocked for a moment as though 
struck by lightning. The man looked inceridible similar to Marko*. (Yes, to the Marko* to whom I had 
pointed out during my visit at the police in 2014: the same Marko*who — according to investigations 
— could not be identified in 2014). 

Only an hour before, in another police station, there was a woman present who looked incredibly 
similar to my daughter! Coincidence?!?!  

I turned my attention to the police officer again. She tried (the same way as did her colleagues in 
Weilheim) to convinienc me that she could not yet identify any ground/reasons to hearing of a victim 
testimony. I should either tell more (without my  testimony being recorded) or leave.  
I said that — under these circumstances —, I'd rather go; and asked her to identify herself and to 
confirm my visit.  
She tried (as did her colleagues in Weilheim) to convince me that she was neither obliged to confirm 
my visit nor to reveal her identity; and asked me to leave the police station. As I refused to leave 
without the required confirmations, she invited another colleague and left the room — without 
revealing her identity.  
I was left alone with the newly joined police officer (an about 170 cm tall, normally weightly, about 30 
years old man with a narrow face and medium blond hair). The story was continued by him in the 
completely identical way as by all police officers bevor.  
As I asked also this police officer to confirm my visit and to identify himself, he invited another police 
officer and left the room — also without identifying himself. 

I was left alone with the other officer (third one). An about 170 cm tall, narrow woman, midd-50s, with 
a narrow face and blonde hair set as a ponytail).  

After I had explained my request — and what happened to with the previous colleagues — she agreed 
to take a victims testimony; and took me to her own (?!) office.  
After we sat down, the officer unlocked her PC and, facing me, said, "Go ahead!"   
I asked her how she wanted to record my statement. She told me that she would write my statements 
down and give me a copy of the transcript.  
I asked why she would not make audio recordings at the same time; as for example in the case of 
another testimonies of far less importance (driving over a traffic shield).  She replied that she think it 
isn't necessary and that she knew her work well.  There were no necessity to teach her how to do her 
work.  
Under these circumstances, I was in doub whether my statement would be recorded properly, 
objectively and unprejudiced. So I decided to cancel my testimony.  

II informed the officer about my decision and stated out that, I would cancel my testimony due to 
improper recording. 
She noted down my justification, gave me a copy of the  protocol and accompanied me to the exit. (As 
further explained, this protocol was also stolen during the robbery!) 
  
The Merko* was still waiting in the entrance area. The officer took him inside. I left the station and 
drove back home, disappointed but not hopeless: I had already told the official in Weilheim that "I find 
a solution for every problem".   

At home, I summarised the happenings as below:  

Police station in Weilheim: 

A. Three officials wanted to hear my testimonies - without taking any minutes and without sound 
recording!  

B. In the hearing room there was an jung trainee girl who looked incredibly similar to my daughter 
(who was also doing an internship at the same time).This reminded me inavitebly of the many 
threats that they would kidnap, rape and murder my daughters.  
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C. All, three officials refused to confirm my visit and to authenticate themselves!   
D. In was faced with three officials — we are three persons in our family. 

Polizeistation Penzberg: 

A. Two officials wanted to hear my testimonies - without taking any minutes and without sound 
recording! 

B. During my presence at the police station, there were present a man who looked incredibly similar 
to the main perpetrator (in the whole 10-year history). 

C. Two officials refused to confirm my visit and to authenticate themselves! 
D. In was faced with three officials — we are three persons in our family. (I was again reminded of the 

well known threats that we — each of the three of us — will be kidnapped, raped and murdered.) 

I still think, that both police stations were warned/informed about my visit in advance. But who could 
that have been — if my apartment is not being wiretapped.  

I had told Robert* about my intention to visit the police only one day before. (See chapters "Incidents 
with the public media“.) 

While I was writing the manuscript, I wanted to check the dates and names of the many people 
involved. In the course of that I discovered that the following personal belongings were missing from 
my personal folders (without any evidence of break-in): 

A. My birth certificate;  
B. The birth certificate of my older daughter (who, like me, is born in Kosova)  
C. The death certificates of my parents; 
D. ALL documents that evidence our asylum procedure (from 1993-2012); 
E. The citizenship certificate of mine; 
F. The business card and note sheet with the personal data of the two police officers in Weilheim;  
G. The copie of the short transcript in Penzberg. 

On 01.01.2019 I had unsubscribed my car and placed it in our parking lot. On June. 2019, as I wanted 
to register it again, I saw that the luggage compartment was demolished and a notebook (which I had 
hidden under the protective mat), was also stolen. Also on the car — as in the apartment — there 
were no evidence of burglary. 

Employment Office 
From autumn 2016 until March 2018 I lived in Murnau. During this time I was registered as a job 
seeker at the employment office in Garmisch-Partenkirchen. There I did not notice any irregular 
behaviours. Before I moved to Weilheim (March 2018), my advisor in Murnau told me that I could 
approach a certain gentleman/worker/adviser at the Weilheim employment office. He has a PhD in 
science and is — as a member of an special team — trained to helping "exceptional" candidates to 
find employment. 
Soon afterwards the first consultation took place. 
The appointed official sent me in advance four application proposals and invited me to discuss them. 
Three of the suggested job advertisements were IN-formal documents— which did not meet the 
standard of a state institution such as an employment office. 

A. They were not printed on an official template of the employment office; 
B. The contents were not recorded in the form I have known for two years;  
C. The contents were not written in the manner I have known for years; the files were loose, incorrect, 

unformatted Word files; 
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D. One of the proposals was regarding a position in quality control of a company that produces 
supplements for fishman/fishing. Which supplements — or something else called "supplements" — 
the mensioned company produces was not visible on their website. (The term "fishing" is — well 
known — also known in the sense of human-fishing/human-traficin.) 

E. The other proposal was regarding a Position at a company whose logo contained exactly the three 
letters thet indicate the name, middle-name and surname of Marko* (the main accused I hed 
reported to the police in 2014).  

F. In the third recommendation; the relevant HR officer had the same last name as Marko*! (Ba the 
way; the potential HR-Manager, who conducted my interview at BetaPharm also had the same last 
name as Marko*; see chapter "Incidents with employers") 

I went to the scheduled consultation. I sat down in the only possible place. In front of me stood a tidily 
tidied dresser. A framed picture was placed on the dresser. The gloomy picture showed a multi-storey, 
simple architectured building with many windows and a crucifix above its entrance. (I would classify 
the building as an old mental asylum.) 
Under the picture was placed a tidily folded, black jeans. 

The " exposition " reminded me of the many, to me well known, threats: 
• that, no one will believe my stories; 
• that, the descriptions will be interpreted as imaginary/misconceptions and  
• that, they will be used as a justification to send me to the psychiatric hospital;  
• that, there I will be used "guinea pig" (to investigate my unusual psychological resistance);  
• that, there I will be tortured to the death, etc. 
(Regarding this theme see also chapter "Incidents with international companies*CEO's/Elon Musk")  

Why a pair of black jeans were placed in front of a suggestive picture, on a sideboard, in an consulting 
room of a state institution— IF the office contains many other cupboards where these jeans could 
have been stored?  

Despite the hostile start, I kept my concentration and faced the officer properly. 

To the question whether I had applied for the suggested vacancies, I explained him (a graduated civil 
servant) — for the x'th time — that my skills include the quality-ASSURANCE, but NOT the quality-
COTROL; as was required in the recommended vacancies. (These are two vey different quality-
areas.) 
I also explained - for the x'th time - to the gentleman (a PHD of science) the differences between 
QUALITY CONTROL and QUALITY ASSURANCE; and I gave him a list with several job-applications 
that I had applied on my own. After the recommendation „to continue my efforts to find a job“, „as I 
was continuously doing" — the meeting was finished. 

{During a conversation, the employment's civil servant told me that he (as well as many other people 
with a university University degree) hed been unemployed for a long time bevor he got the Job he was 
doing. From the perspective of my current experiences, I suspect — for well justified reasons — that 
this civil servant (and others mentioned by him) have been successfully " trained" to act as they act, by 
using the same methods that are beening used toward me); so far unsuccessfully!} 

Unemployment Office 
After 1,5 years at the "employment Office" the harassments continued— at the "Unemployment 
Office": For example with the infamous "integration agreement". 

This "agreement" is a civil contract between the "Unemployment Office" and the jobseeker — which is 
explicitly designed to BYPASS the legal laws regarding „state support for long-term 
unemployed“ (ALG-II). 
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According to the currently valide Social-laws in Germany, this document  should be ineffective— but it 
is not. It is being arbitrarily interpreted and abused by local employment agencies. The phrasing is 
very confusing: The laws/legal principles referred to are extremely complicated/complex. 
With this agreement are teens/youths, in particular, endangered. They have barely a chance — 
without support (from people/institutions who do not act for their atvantage) — to understand the 
Agreement; to apply it correctly and/or to refute the decisions thet are based on thet agreement). 

A perfect lever; perfidious would be better suited to the real meaning. 

In the following only two (of many) incidents thet tok place at the unemployment-center, which are 
particularly worth mentioning to describe the blackmailing procedure:  

1. In August 2019 I was briefed, thet my sSU-II (state support for unemployed) musst be reviewd — 
without any objective justification.  

2. Only a few days later I received an invitation to discuss a disciplinary complaint I 
had filed against the unemployment centre. When I arrived at the scheduled 
time, the adviser told me that (A) she had changed the agenda thet was 
scheduled in the Invitation and thet (B) the CEO of the centre will attend to the 
meeting; which was not mentioned in the invitation also. (Instead of my 
disciplinary complaint she — and her boss — wantet to talk about "my 
(un)employment, my skills and possibilitys to get a job“.) I agreed to continue the 
conversation in accordaüce with the scheduled agenda and proposed a new  
meeting for the newly addressed issues. After a short discussion they agreed to 
my proposal. The planned Meeting with the adviser was terminated after several 
minutes— on the argumentation that my "numerous" questions are preventing a 
" trustful  cooperation"? I couldn't understand her reaction at all. I told her that I 
would record all meetings from that day. They rejected the minutes of the meant 
meeting completely - without any justification (as they had no arguments). I have 
not been invited to any other meetings: until today (March 2020).  
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„WE ALWAYS WIN ...“ 
In April 2018, I visited my girlfriend Lotte*; a 90-year-old woman from Weilheim. We were sitting in her 
greenhouse. On the table was a photo album with pictures of her father and husband, who died after 
the WW-II, as well as childhood pictures of her son and niece.  
She showed me the photo album. 
While we were looking into the album, it rang. It was hear neighbour Andrea*.  
She brought Lotte* a yellow rose (for sunny-yellow see chapter "Bill Gates"), a handful of lime 
blossoms (for tree, flowers, green-color, see chapter "How it all began") and a dessert.  
With thick semolina porridge she had formed an elongated molehill (in the shape of a grave) on the 
plate and poured red cherry sauce — which looked like blood — over it.   
While handing over the presents, she told us that the semolina porridge was a bit old, as it had ben 
already "waiting" for several days!  
On what/whom the porridge had been waiting and why it had been waiting, she didn't tell us. I noted 
the statement, but I had no instant explanation for it.  
We went into the winter garden and had a seat there. Then she started to tell us about her last 
weekend trip and she showed us the pictures she had brought with.  
With an organized bus trip she had visited the " Liberation-Hall" in Kehlheim. While describing the 
imposing building and "the many female busts" there, she turned explicitly toward me, looked deeply 
into my eyes and — stressing each word one by one — she said: "We always win. We will win this 
struggle as well — and our capital will be Jerusalem."  
Hem?!  
"What does this statement mean", I wonder; but I had no opportunity to ask her, as she continued her 
storry without interruption.  
She went telling how the house of Lotte* was occupied by the Allies during WW-II, but not hers. Her 
father was able to prevent the threat "in a clever way“. But she wouldn't say how he managed to do it.  
Then she continued telling us how her family had hosted a young German woman an the same time 
and how thet Woman had emigrated to Italy afterwords. She then returned to Germany after several 
years with a small daughter. When her daughter turned 16, the women had a car accident, but she 
overcome it without any serious injuries.  
But when she visited the place, where the accident had happened, two weeks later, she was run over 
and died on the spot?!  
This story reminded me for a short moment of the many threats of deadly traffic accidents. But, on thet 
time, I trusted my long-term friends, so much that I quickly put this thought out of my mind.  
But later, at home, the statement of Andrea* occupied me the most, as it surprised me very much. 
Especially since it was stated by a German woman?! Why should she (a German women) be bound to 
people who want - above all - Jerusalem for their capital?  

I was born in Kosovo in 1966. I'm living in Germany since 1993. I know the history of the Liberation-
Hall only via Wikipedia. It was built by request of King Ludwig I after the triumph over Napoleon 

I do not (yet) know who the people are thet "always win", thet "will also win this battle"; and who will 
build their capital in Jerusalem".  

But asI took a closer look at the Liberation-Hall, I understood (A) Andre*'s statement a little better and 
(B) why the Liberation Hall was built.  

In the following some pictures of the Befreiung-halle of Kehlheim - and the corresponding 
explanations:  
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The Liberation-hall is a LINGA.…  
 

.. like this one: 

(For the Hindus a Linga represents an aniconical symbol of Shiva: For the non-Hindus and occults, it 
represents the act of copulation— which is created with/bitween a obelisk and a round object (such as 
a cupola or a dome). The obelisk of the liberation hall are represented by the many columns thet are 
placed inside and outside) 
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Lingas are often built near water, as water stands for the archaic symbol of the female principle (just 
as the sun stands for the male principle; see chapter "Bill Gates").  
The Liberation Hall even is located next to the water of THREE rivers — the Altmühl, the Main and the 
Danube.  

The outside of the liberation hall is decorated with 18 female busts and the inside with 34. The floor is 
decorated with checkerboard (see also chapter "Bill Gates") patterns.   
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The quote of a woman fits to this very well: "Much less evil would be done on earth, if evil couldn't be 
done in the name of good". Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach 
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Likewise, the whole St. Peter's Square in Rome represents a linga: 

...where the obelisk „unites“ with the dome of St. Peter's: 
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Oder das Lingam der USA, das zwischen dem dem Washington Monument und der Kuppel von 
Jefferson Memorial gebildet wird und in der Nähe von Wasser gebaut ist. Das Jefferson Memorial hat 
gar die gleiche Baustruktur, wie die Befreiungshalle.: 
 

Obelisks can be found all over the world. (Of all places Rome hosts 13?! Obelisks): 
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Now back to the meeting and the statement "We always win. We will win this battle again and our 
capital will be Jerusalem." 

At home I recapitulated the events of the meeting; and related them to knowledge I had gained about 
this circle of "friends" during the many years of friendship (Moni*, Lotte*, Andrea*, Roland*, Joshka* 
and Kristina*): 

• During the appointed visit, I was invited to view family portraits from the post W-II period;  
• At exactly the same time Andrea* joined us;  
• Andrea* brought a grave-shaped pastry with a "bloody" sprinkle, a yellow rose (in the colours of the 

sun) and green blossoms;  
• She revealed that the house of Lotte* was occupied by the Allies - but not her house (although it is 

much bigger than the house of Lotte*); 
• In the post-war period they housed a young, Single German woman who emigrated to Italy a short 

time after; 
• This woman returns to Germany with an illegitimate daughter;  
• In Germany she was run over and died; 
• Moni* introduced me to Lotte* in 1999. I had met Moni* shortly before at the asylum center in 

Weilheim.  There she was looking after refugees who had fled from the war in Yugoslavia. 
According to her own statements, she worked in various social services in Munich for over 40 years 
as a social worker; and she was one of the first professionals (in the 1970s) to be explicitly trained 
on/against child abuse. I broke up that friendship in 2015. 

• The father of Lotte* and her husband did not serve in war. Both died at home after the W-II; 
• After her death and the departure of the Allies - Joshka* (a Russian-Dutch) and his spouse Kristina* 

(German) moved into her house. They lived there for decades. The mental health office of Joshka* 
is still located in the house; 

• When Lotte* suffered a stroke, Joshka* ( about 80 years old) took over her living will— although 
Lotte*'s niece (about 60 years old) and her nephew (about 40 years old) would have been much 
more suitable;  

• Lotte* has a son. The time his father died, he was a teenager. He is a very intelligent man who 
suffes on severe social phobia; and therefor lives very isolated. According to Lotte*, the cause of his 
phobia is unknown; 

• In a workshop organized by this psychotherapist, Joshka*, I met an older German Gentleman (also 
a post-war child) who sufferes the same psychological disorders as Lotte's son*. Inspired by this 
remarkable analogy, I asked Joschka* what cause was responsible for the mental issues of this 
participant. He explained that the man was severely abused by allied soldiers in the post-war 
period, as a very young boy; and that these experiences had lead to his social phobia. 

• (A man abused by allied soldiers is treated by a Russian-Dutch therapist, who lives in the hous of a 
family whose son suffers the same mental issue— but does not want to be treated by this 
therapist?!?); 

• Also Roland* (see chapter "Football World Cup-2018")  belongs to this circle of friends. He is also a 
post-war child with the same mental issue; and lives just as isolated as the both previously 
mentioned;  

• In 2014, Moni* introduced me to another friend of her, Ramona*. Ramona* has founded a private 
charity that runs an orphanage for girls in India.  

• At about the same time, I get to know another privat-charity; thru the Munich-Group and Mark*.This 
organization builds professional schools for young people in Mail. I have supported both 
organisations with 15€ per month between 2015-2018. Since I was not involved in the practical 
work, I do not know the real backgrounds and the specific activities that are being done there. But in 
2018 — enriched with the experiences described here and the knowledge how I did komme to know 
these organisations — I begann to dubt/question the real intentions of these organisations. For my 
own safety, I stopped monetary support in mid-2018. (During my visit to the police station of 
Weilheim and Penzberg - in June 2018 - I wanted also to express my concern about the activities of 
these two organisations. As explained in the previous chapter, I was forced to break up my 
testimony.) 
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THE IMPACT of WARS ON CHIL ABUSSE and HUMAN TRAFICING 

• All friends of the mentioned circle (Moni*, Lotte* and her son and Roland* etc.) were post-WW-II 
children.  

   
• I (and my family) are refugees of the war in former Jugoslawien.  

• The majority of the war refugees are — still today, millions — women with children and young 
people.  

   

SUMARY 
All of the incidents outlined here in the manuscript have led me to the conclusion that:  

The happenings outlined here are not mere whims of fate; 
On the contrary, they are well organised actions to involveing/enforcing me into  child-trafficking. 
(These experiences also indicate that the children were intended — among others — for use in 
ritual abuse up to their assassination.) 
The circle of participants is very large and eiltist: starting with my closest friends, long-time 
employers, state institutions ans anding with well known and famous personalities and public 
media. (Why else would have so many high calibre baits been used — if not to ensure the supply of 
"fresh-meat", which is used in elite circles.); 
Several examples provided in the manuscript justfy the assumption that also parents are forced to 
make their own children available for abuse;  
Meine langjährigen Freunde selbst Opfer sind, die — nach dem Jeffrey Epstein Prinzip — andere 
Opfer für ihren Kreis werben müss*t*en. 
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